During the past few years, a group of innovative thinkers and scholarly investigations have sought to introduce a more precise legal engagement into the realm of race relations. The LatCrit journey, an important example of intellectual inquiry, surfaced in formalized settings only five years prior. As an offset, LatCrit theorists not only advance, but, instrumental to LatCrit's theoretical base, engage knowledge for too long cast aside within standardized legal training and conventional academic investigations. Attendant to this effort, rotating spheres of conferences seek to advance the past, present, and future jurisprudence of LatCrit theory.

In this fashion, detailed circumstances of communities of color have not only emerged within formal legal investigations, but the potential transformation of distressed populations has also surfaced. Previously, the human circumstances of nuestras comunidades infrequently appeared at the center of legal-directed investigations. This isolationist approach not only misdirected but also stymied the potential transformation of communities of color in distress. Lacking accountability, mono-cultural accounts dominated the record. The consequences of such accounts fail to disclose the extent to which law influences and structures the social, economic, and political reality of the nation's diverse populations. In contrast, the LatCrit interest looks beyond the status quo, and in this expansion succeeds, as the LatCrit VI Conference and this Symposium issue demonstrate.

Through the immeasurable assistance of the University of Florida, Levin College of Law, the LatCrit VI Conference brought to the table a diverse group of community activists, public and private attorneys, academics and students. The focus of inquiry explores LatCrit Theory within a United States/Latin America framework. The contributions of the Symposium authors in this issue present to the broader legal community a unique journey encompassing a general dual-purpose framework.

The first purpose is specific to a Latin America focus. The second is tethered to gente Latina in the United States with possible connections and linkages to their countries of origins. Encouraging critical inquiry in "ways that illuminate and elucidate the North-South character of Latina/o transnationality" ultimately define the primary intent underscoring this year's Conference. Complementing past year's efforts, LatCrit VI also sought to "undertake some comparative
critical studies of "domestic" issues and their counterparts throughout the Americas ...." n8

Law has long played an active role in defining the social, class and gender construct of communities of color. n9 Studying Latinas/os and those confronting inequality and disparate treatment offers a more precise engagement of race, class, and gender relations. The United States’ intervention into the internal politics of America Latina renders imperative the LatCrit project. Globalization and its resulting hierarchies as imposed on labor, the natural resources of America Latina, as well as political and private spheres underscore the intent of LatCrit VI. n10 This Symposium issue offers impassioned \[**806**\] contributions with tangible impact on the diverse realm of America Latina generally with domestic connections specifically.

The reality of the dirty wars, military coups, direct and indirect disruption of democracies with the imposition of Western-based ideologies on gente Latina highlights a twofold obligation. The first shows law moving forward, with the second proving its vitality. Turning this lens towards America Latina makes evident the asymmetrical relationship between the United States and its neighbors to the south. Much can be learned for example from alternative reform measures, the indigenous fight for and protection of their land base, socialized medicine, and sustainable agriculture. n11 LatCrit VI accordingly brings to this journey of exploration individuals concerned not only with the role of law but also with the extent to which law structures race, class, identity and gendered relations within the public/private spheres.

The various links and relationships of Latinas/os in the United States who retain "strong material connections to, and cultural identifications with, their homelands' traditions, issues, concerns, hopes and aspirations" further emphasize the goal of LatCrit VI. n12 Underscoring the definite and indefinite links that "bind Latina/o Communities in the United States to their homeland societies, cultures and economies" n13 allowed a thematized international effort which further articulated the possible linkages, connections, and interconnected web of complexities drawn from the world of marginalized groups. n14

A series of relationships from those within the United States and those tethered to Latina America spell out the experience of the subordinated who ride along the margins of law. Imperative to this effort our hope is that its totality cements in yet greater measure the aim of LatCrit theory in not only excavating and engaging knowledge \[**807**\] specific to our communities but also linking the theoretical to praxis n15 with challenges to recalcitrant ideologies. And while each Latina/o community maintains discrete differences, a wide diversity of culture, ethnicity, language, and gender, the political and economic reality of private and public spaces of Latina/o communities makes urgent the thematic call of LatCrit VI.

The resulting Clusters bring to legal jurisprudence a broad range of concerns that impact their constituent communities both in the United States and throughout America Latina. The Clusters make clear the import of knowledge with specific contemplation of communities of color, issues underscoring identity, race, class and gendered relations with law. To the landscape of critical thought, intellectual curiosity and engagement, they bring the requisite legal curiosity to the study of jurisprudence. Imperative to the issues of intersectionality with law, a range of incomparable differences of perspectives further expedite this LatCrit excursion while also promoting the integrity of teaching increasingly diverse student bodies. To the benefit of legal inquiry the Clusters relate a host of questions which explore the circumstances of the human condition in nuestras comunidades, challenges to the "rule of law" and its role in inhibiting coalitions of multi-cultured communities. n16

Part II addresses tangible and intangible connections between the United States and America Latina. Additionally, it considers the domestic based goal of LatCrit VI. Part II introduces the Clusters, but in traditional LatCrit fashion, engagement of the essays precedes and follows each Cluster. An Afterword thereafter completes this Symposium issue.

II. Latinas/os and Entangled Relationships and the Clusters

The success of LatCrit Theory renders coalition building an imperative with an emphasis on the production of knowledge. Accordingly, LatCrit VI chose to explore a series of paradoxical relationships between the nation's neighbors that comprise America Latina. The United States and America Latina hold a number of \[**808**\] common links that have long shaped the contours of relations long grounded in the historical, legal, political, economic and geographical arenas. That Latin America and the Caribbean Basin sustain concrete relationships with their counterpart constituents across the United States is also long grounded in law, history, and the political spheres. n17

Market-oriented economics, free trade, and deregulation show an emphasis on elected national governments and democratic values and yet lack structural reforms to support participatory democratic ideals. n18 The relationship between the United States and Mexico, as with other countries, suggests that they
"enjoy close and cordial bilateral relations that cover an unprecedented range of issues and engage a wide range of participants in government, the private sector and civil society." n19 And yet, that United States hegemony led to the destabilization of various countries within Latin America n20 underscores the urgency of LatCrit scrutiny and compels rigorous inquiries into the elusive nature of democracy in America Latina. LatCrit raises sensitive questions regarding the relationship between common law nations and those grounded in civil law. While numerous theoretical models offer frameworks in which countries retain relations with the United States, n21 several concrete links to the contrary surface.

The first considers the environmental and geographical links between the United States and America Latina with a focus on a geographical base that "stretches 7,000 miles southward from the Mexican-U.S. border to the tip of Tierra del Fuego on Cape Horn." America Latina's "widest east-west point across Peru and Brazil, spans 3,200 miles" n22 and sets up red flags regarding the colonization [*809] of the natural resources and labor of the various countries. Tropical areas to cities further show geographical diversity and mark an ancient and asymmetrical relationship with the United States that yields to colonial, political, economic and extra-legal dimensions. n23 Because globalization flows from historically narrow definitions that prove harmful to Latinas/os, a focus on interconnected geographical links is crucial.

A second consideration involves the vast realm of diverse cultures and ethnicities in America Latina. Regional communities benefit from individuals retaining Black, Indigenous, Mestiza/o and European or Hispanic backgrounds. n24 Drawing into analytical inquiry, compelling issues define the nature of race, class, and gendered relations, as well as its complex intersections with conventional jurisprudence on gente Latina. Critical questions regarding the use of children working for American interests, slavery and disparate pay n25 compel serious inquiry as to the nature of citizenship in the Americas. Conversely, labor rights accrued in the Latin American nations are not permitted in industries employing a significant number of people of color in the United States. n26

Yet a further contemplation of America Latina brings into this circle ongoing concern over the nature of restrained citizenship, the environment, n27 social and economic history, and human rights reaching into gender and other intersectionalities within law. n28 The reality of gente Latina shows measures of great wealth and yet [*810] tremendous impoverished conditions with unmitigated restraint calling for extended fields of inquiry. Impoverished communities n29 and their relationship with the privileged in control of the various nations in America Latina generate apprehension and accordingly make evident this call. n30

Class distinctions additionally underscore the LatCrit VI inquiry and its obligation to remain vigilant of legal systems specifically constructing the public and private spheres of its constituents across the hemispheres. n31 "Deep and persistent inequalities" n32 hinder the social and economic citizenship of its constituents. The socio-economic distances between women in rural spheres with the urban wealthy underscore a measure of class differences in America Latina. The judiciary's connection to preserving the rule of law, n33 the military in disrupting democracies, and the lack of freedom of the press disallow participatory and representative theories of democracy. Overly restrictive legal ideologies in sum refusing the exigencies of race, gendered, and class relations in the present. Advancing America Latina connections within LatCrit theory consequently promotes a more precise legal, historical, and political engagement. Even more so it promotes intra and intergroup justice with our constituent communities and delineates collective action not [*811] facilitated otherwise. Critical analysis of inconsistent rhetoric in America Latina communities has yet to emerge with significant emphasis. n34 Cold War dominated scholarship n35 and subsequent development models not only set the stage for hemispheric relations n36 but its limitations advance unequal and uneven relations between the United States and its Latin American counterparts. As an example, narrow definitions of globalization define the character of investigations by American politicians reaching into Mexico, Cuba, and other Latina/o countries. n37 Yet "the conflation of citizenship and geography in popular discourse and legal theory" n38 without vigilance can only inhibit LatCrit priorities. It proves ultimately the connected goal of LatCrit VI in its additional engagement of domestic based Latinas/os.

Evoking yet further contemplation of Latinas/os for LatCrit VI required a corresponding focus on domestic Latinas/os in the United States with possible connections to their countries of origin. The United States retains a rich and diverse realm of histories, culture, and innumerable benefits from the contributions of its diverse populations. The nation's texture draws from individuals from countries such as Mexico, Cuba, Nicaragua, Columbia, El Salvador, and Guatemala. Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, Argentina, along with other Latin American countries are also linked with domestic based communities. Latina/o
commodities such as corn, avocados, tomatoes, sugar, labor, without the contributions of America Latina underscores this point. Even and the nation a beneficial economic status result in great harm without the influences of the Humanities worldview in the Americas would only render immeasurable positive influences on the United States. One of the largest populations across the nation, Latinas/o give the nation a variety of native languages. In line with the displacement of native languages with Spanish, indigenous speakers are facing newer forms of discrimination in the workplace. In some instances, Spanish speakers have been physically harmed for speaking Spanish. And while historical antecedents are culturally contingent, legal, political, economic, and public spheres govern their reality within the United States.

With this backdrop in mind, the relationship between domestic Latinas/os and America Latina directed this second prong of the LatCrit VI inquiry and curiosity. Humanity's worldview in the Americas would only result in great harm without the influences of the Brazilian caipoeira, the musica of Chilean singer Violeta Parra, the radical thinking of Ernesto Che Guevara, the science of the Incas, the math of the Mayans, the Aztec cosmos, and the innumerable contributions of its varied indigenous, mestizas/os, Black and Hispanic communities. Supplemental contributions extending beyond legal measures are manifested in Latina/o employment. That the nation's agricultural workforce grants agricultural producers and the nation a beneficial economic status underscores this point. Even beyond labor, without the contributions of America Latina commodities such as corn, avocados, tomatoes, sugar, tortillas, squash, and beans, American food production would face significant economic harm.

The eight Clusters therefore represent the urgent call of the LatCrit VI Conference. The LatCrit interest in hemispheric relations and its effect on democracy for constituent communities emerges with unmitigated force in the Clusters. The Clusters shed new light on dominant discourse and reflect a divide between law and the reality of the human condition throughout the Americas. They make evident "the historical articulations of white supremacy, colonialism, and the expansion of international capitalist processes and social formations" that accompany domination and prove harmful to Latinas/os across the globe.

In sum, the Clusters address the role of traditional analysis and seek critical insights into domestic issues and their counterparts throughout the Americas. The Clusters import shows them stimulating awareness of the social and political reality of their constituent communities. Several essays call for clarification of legal rules and ethics, others illuminate present difficulties, still others provide interpretive insight on the complex realm surrounding identity and conditions in the private and public spheres. All add to a strong effort in which to re-define America Latina as a unique configuration of political, linguistic, cultural, and economic elements. This multi-dimensionality demanding continuous reappraisal of the hegemony of United States interests, unrelenting globalization and the relocation of people and cultures comprising America Latina. LatCrit VI as an invaluable forum confronts established geocultural constructions, subjects them to critical scrutiny, and then rethinks the new constructions that surface. Investigators, consequently, extending beyond narrow legal boundaries and restrictive public policies.

III. The Clusters

The Clusters of innovative essays and articles represent but a small sampling of the various workshops, keynote presentations, and plenaries that not only served as a basis of discussion, but directly engaged inter alia, law, social, economic and political theory and the discourse of race relations, queer and gender theory. Not only reflecting LatCrit theory the Clusters demonstrate key aspects of law and its relationship to gente Latina generally, but outsider communities specifically.

A. Cluster I: North-South Frameworks in LatCrit Theory

Cluster I examines various definitions of democratization. Work place democracy for example is
Democracy remains an elusive goal with the legacy of the Cold War period, civil strife, and military take-over exerting influences on countries negotiating law reform in the present. And while the United States represents that it believes in a co-equal citizenship in the Latin American hemisphere, as seen with NAFTA, democracy appears stymied. Border issues and xenophobia, for example, are difficult to reconcile with declarations that the various nations are in parity with the United States. The LatCrit community like many other organizations and scholars are troubled by the types of projects that fall under "democracy" or democratization - sometimes sponsored by the United States and, sometimes sponsored by the Latino American governments. Projects that represent promoting democracy, without questioning what is required structurally, fail to inspire a democratic vision. Within Cluster I, the authors take on this project with attendant future work required of LatCrit investigators.

Cluster I cogently reflects the North-South Frameworks directing the structural scheme of LatCrit VI with four key aspects surfacing regarding legal systems and impact on gente Latina. The essays permit lessons and offer comparative studies on the nature of a civil law legal system with a common law legal system in the United States.

Jorge Esquirol's essay, the first in Cluster I, considers legal systems in Latin America. His observations, however, extend beyond the theoretical with direct application of privileged legal systems and their lack of connection to the populations in their countries of origin. Michael Gordon analyzes the Spanish and United States legal systems and offers an astute comparison where both legal systems are in conflict or dual conflicts have emerged. A third focus in this Cluster draws from Hugo Rojas and his concern of the "long-lasting cultural ghettos" segregating Chile and governed by a minority that "enforces the social codes, consumer habits, modes, values and principles" impact the legal status of Indigenous people, "gender minorities, religious minorities, gypsies, immigrants and other marginalized identities." The author applies the "Principle of Multiculturalism" to overcome old models of the nation-state and to establish the foundations for "a transition to a Multicultural-State."

Consistent with LatCrit practice LatCrit VI placed attention to the region in which the annual conference takes place. "Situational knowledge" promotes an alternative to standard interpretations disallowing the specificity of the vast and diverse populations within the United States.

Florida, the situs of LatCrit VI, accordingly introduces critical issues in this Cluster from a region with a steady and rich heritage of varied influences, cultures, and ethnicities. Like the indigenous and Chicana/o communities across the nation, the region also faced European invasion of its communities. The State, moreover, has long witnessed an involved relationship with various nation/states defining the North/South framework of LatCrit VI. Florida has long benefited from its diverse communities ranging from its indigenous constituents, Haitian and Mexican agricultural workers and exiles from various homelands. Consistent with communities across the Americas Florida's constituent base retains strong ties to various countries of origin. In the process, bringing forth a range of land and property issues, the heinous practice of slavery both in the past and in modern times, economic, cultural, and new political and private circumstance directly linked to the present.
The State also harbors a concrete international zone of influence. The relationship between Miami Cubans and Cubans on the island make evident the influence of its Caribbean connections. Drawing from the highly publicized Elian Gonzalez affair in which a domestic community engendered serious interactions between two nations brought forth highly emotional private and public associations. Cluster II delineates not only the intense battle encompassing a highly passionate international struggle between Latinas/os in the United States and a Caribbean nation it also emphasizes the limitations of media and political representations in constructing the debate over the Elian Gonzalez "guerra" and impact on Cuban Americans. Set against the backdrop of the personal and the Elian affair, Cluster II broaches several serious intersections with somber legal considerations.

Berta Esperanza Hernandez-Truyol in a comparative analysis of the legal status of women in Cuba with those in the "other Cuba" (Miami) n66 offers a cogent study underscoring the different legal ideologies of both nations and the treatment of women. That one nation espouses the legal theory of freedom and liberty and the other associates with related socialism underscores her emphasis and conclusion that "cultural assumptions about sex roles have persisted in Cuban societies whether within the island or in the Cuban community within the U.S." n67 Myra Mendible n68 adds a further dimension to the issue of identity drawing from Cuban and American cultural identities. Breaking down the borders between the two identities the author seeks to erode the simplistic dichotomy of pre/post Castro scenarios that frame discussions about Cuba's present predicament. Fransisco Valdes also negotiates the "high-pitched ideological conflict between the bipolarized world views of Havana's and Miami's elites" in the context of the Elian Gonzalez [*818] story. n69 Long committed to social justice, the author asserts he is "composing a LatCrit and QueerCrit position toward the reconciliation of Cubans and the reconstruction of Cuba as a post-subordination society." n70

The specific site of LatCrit Conferences proves of immeasurable benefit in expanding limited discourse and mono-cultural based knowledge as constructed and presented by the media and governmental officials, and offsets narrow interpretations of American history. n71 By expanding beyond the narrowly defined rhetoric of the media and restrictive political representations the explorations of Cuban identity and geo-politics in Florida can only enhance the LatCrit effort. Cluster II therefore adds to a more precise understanding of the issues surrounding Cuban communities in Miami with connections to a sovereignty not recognized by the United States.

C. Cluster III: Race, Law and Criminality

A wide gap divorces Fourth Amendment protections from the past and the few protections remaining in Fourth Amendment law in the present. Latinos/as nonetheless are often at the margins of Fourth Amendment "protections." This legal situation becomes even more alarming for Latinas/os facing immigration plenary power restrictions. Racial profiling, the unlawful use of force, n72 are only compounded by the confluence of immigration issues. Episodic restrictionist history is sadly matched by persistent criminal law investigations that target people of color. n73 Cluster III brings to the forefront the varying nuances of citizenship status and its relation to [*819] not only Mexican but also to African American communities with both identified as "foreigners." n74 The authors employ causation strands that reveal, through racial profiling, that law enforcement officials have carved out yet another exception to the protections flowing from constitutional law. Cluster III, responding to the long recognized ill-treatment of communities of color, ultimately defines the urgent need for coalition building with constructions insisting and demanding accountability and integrity in the law.

Kevin R. Johnson, n75 explores the mutual concerns confronting Latinas/os and African Americans drawing from race-based enforcement through racial profiling. The essay registers with full force the need for coalition building and collective action in order to draw forth much-needed racial reform in law enforcement. n76 Alfredo Mirande addresses the Fourth Amendment and the per se rule. n77 A number of exceptions swallow the rule with "suspected alienage status" extracting as the author posits, a Mexican exception. In a form of communicative praxis as to whether a Mexican exception to the fourth amendment emerges with Christopher Slobogin. n78 In this argument he asserts that while he may agree in part to a fourth amendment exception he nonetheless followed the "possibility of other "unofficial' exceptions to the Fourth Amendment based on suspect or quasi-suspect classifications," suggesting in sum a "poverty exception" to the fourth amendment. n79

Coalition building requires constant vigilance and direct action with between and among communities of color. Cluster III advances explorations of the widening but persistent fissures between citizenship standing its linkages to constitutional protections permitted citizens and relationship to communities of color. The authors make evident that the procedural safeguards required in investigations, detentions and arrests are rendered meaningless for people of color. In
the process not only demanding careful analysis but also obligating scrutiny.

[*820]

D. Cluster IV: Identities, Communities and Coalitions

Standard interpretive models disallow exploration of the vast diversity of gente differentiated by race, class, gender, national origin, sexual orientation and other multiple intersections. Cluster IV expands on further concepts of pedagogy and transformational possibilities in an arena full of complexities. An important dimension to LatCrit Theory and its theoretical underpinnings is consideration of identity. Identity and its attendant complexities as imposed by law, the media, and social constructs have long emerged in LatCrit investigations, essays, and conferences. n80 The confluence of elements leaves in its wake scores of cogent and precise arguments as to the social construction of race, class, gender and identity. This record is further embellished with Cluster IV introducing yet additional inter-related issue to requisite coalition building and praxis.

Jerome McCristal Culp, Jr. negotiates yet another layer to the question on "how to define our identities." n81 This issue has emerged with great force and with its underlying complexities permitting a more precise response. To this table of discussion the author asks "whether a claim to be a LatCrit when he is Black causes him to steal the vision of oppression of Latinas/os and make it a vision of my own oppression?" Juan Perea, n82 considers the contradiction between media celebrations of some Latino/a artists and the harsh treatment received by "less anglicized Latinos/as in the workforce struggling against powerful movements such as hostility to their languages and cultures."

Alejandro Covarrubias & Anita Tijerina Revilla n83 employ a model of Transformational Resistance to advocacy organizations within marginalized communities. The authors recognize the miseducation of Latinos/as in general and Chicanas/os specifically, and offer examples of Public Allies and Raza Womyn to illustrate the characteristics of ATR's and advocacy organizations.

LatCrit theorists have examined and addressed the multidimensional construction of social and legal identities. Cluster IV permits engagement with communities familiar with disparate treatment on the basis of their ethnicity, race, gender, and sexual identity. Its expansion beyond the status quo shows tangible vehicles as mechanism of change are employed in a very different and material context.

E. Cluster V: Migrations, Citizens and Latinas/os

Cluster V expands on the connections between Chicanas/os and Mexicanas/os. Chicanas/os incorporated into the United States in the mid-1800s; Mexicanas/os arriving for multiple reasons from various communities in Mexico. The migration status of immigrant Mexicans leaves them vulnerable to the capricious whims of nation/state actors. Both groups provide significant work place economic benefits to the nation with some employed in body-injury work and yet they "face a greater risk of injury or death than other immigrants." n84 Within the new global and hemispheric framework, pressures to the nation and its relationships with countries in Latin America are creating new world-views. Cluster V promotes a concrete glimpse as to power relations and attendant influences on culture and educational models in the realm of detrimental consequences on Latina/o communities.

Victor Romero n85 critically unmasks the Family Reunification Act, the Child Citizenship Act and the proposed Family Reunification Act of 2001. The significance and size of immigrant households with close to ninety percent citizen children underscores the difficulties of a non-citizen parent with a citizen child. Ruben Garcia n86 discusses the lack of legal protections hampering immigrant communities in the United States which are comprised of subordinated members of our communities. The author observing that immigration law is intensely racialized” questions why "other bodies of law, such as civil rights and labor law, have failed to take into account how identities that are currently legally protected-race, gender, national origin, and ancestry-intersect with immigrant status and history." n87 Camille A. Nelson n88 engages the discourse of LatCrit theory and specifically [*822] asks "where is home," in speaking to Jamaicans who emigrate from their home land to seek "a better life." n89 In detail the author considers what impact "we "privileged inter/nationals' ... can have upon the homelands we cherish and to which we seek a safe return." n90

Immigration, migration and citizenship status combine to construct and locate Latinas/os within the United States in competing and conflicting ways. n91 Forced and elective migration, for example, link domestic groups to various countries of origin within the broader expanse of Latin American communities. To this mixture a variety of issues intermingle with their standing in the nations and with their country of origin. Cluster V and corresponding essays draw attention to the connections between citizen Latinas/os and their interactions with immigrants groups. Cluster V brings
in the broad interplay of an essential American strength - the role of immigrant communities in improving the economic standing of the nation. n92

The interplay of various pressures while in their newly adopted "homes" and their relationship to countries of origin accordingly permit observations and encourages communicative praxis.

F. Cluster VI: Class, Economics and Social Rights

Unlayering the linkages between economic power and subordination of Latina/o communities throughout the Americas is confronted in Cluster VI. The connections between unequal citizenship directly challenge the rhetoric of democracy and illuminate its deficient nature. Cluster VI addresses issues ranging from the intersection of institutional economics to land distribution and use are raised in Cluster VI. The historical association between land and power, for example, is no secret. As Paul Taylor writes: "[a] land policy means social control over one of the greatest instruments of production." n93 The overthrow of the military coup in Venezuela as an example of an empowered working class obligates further the study of class distinctions critical to the LatCrit forum.

Emphasizing Critical Race Theory Charles Pouncy [*823] "deconstructs the operation of racialized power and the processes that render it invisible to the individuals at the sites at which such power is concentrated and exercised." n94 The call has come, he argues, "to transform critical race and LatCrit theory from primarily analytical methodologies into pathways to praxis." n95 Speaking to the issues of class differences and its emphasis on power, politics and pleasure Eden Torres calls for a theoretical position in education. n96 The distances she presents considers that "the truth of liberal and judicial education is that we are not taught to think about class, even though many of us talk endlessly about the intersections of race, class, and gender." n97 In popular culture, ""our shared social language about wealth, reward, status, and stratification encourages everyone to think of themselves as middle-class"" while working to marginalize class distinctions. n98

Claire Dickerson directs her inquiry towards the nature of power relations between the North and the South with bribery as the source of her study. She explores the "impact of the North's economic power." n99 Her inquiry is also concerned with the North's insensitivity to culture when it works across borders to eliminate political corruption. Rather than focus on the health care crisis in the South, she asserts that global relations in contrast promote national and intellectual property law interests. This one-sided approach proves harmful to the "more vulnerable." Ellen Pader n100 draws attention to interior infrastructures or situations where bedrooms and other sleeping rooms do not meet federal and local municipal definitions of sleeping rooms. To this inquiry further questions link narrow definitions with possible forms of discrimination on the basis of national origin. She ultimately posits that the meaning of national origin deviates from its legal definition of "where one or one's ancestors are from, to an anthropological definition." n101 Manolo [*824] Caro n102 tackles the convergence of labor migration and anti-immigrant rhetoric resulting from agricultural directed employment in El Eijido, Spain. While labor intensive agriculture requires the services of individuals from Africa, anti-immigrant rhetoric, law and policies ultimately culminated in riots against the immigrant workers, with some asserting that law enforcement officials looked "the other way." n103

Cluster VI brings to the table the challenge of moving law forward, engaging intellectual inquiries. Important distinctions on the basis of class are emphasized in order to permit future investigations. This journey accordingly permits greater knowledge and associations with the disparities and needs of communities facing law from the outside in the domestic and international domestic arenas.

G. Cluster VII: Race, Gender, and Sexuality

Issues grounded in sexuality, queer theory, gender and race are not uncommon constructs of concern for the LatCrit community with Cluster VII presenting yet additional sophisticated aspects. The lens in which society marginalizes relationships and its consequences is examined with the Cluster also considering white supremacy and its affects of unmitigated force on Latina/os communities. Finally, Cluster VII addresses linkages between indigenous communities, construction in intellectual inquiry, and neglected groups and demands careful and sensitive attention. Enlightening LatCrit theory in arenas that demands ongoing attention, the essays, lay out compelling questions for further contemplation.

Beverly Greene n104 connects the lesbian and bisexual communities with observations of internalized racism within African American communities. From her clinical training the author reveals that "heterosexism is no less problematic within African Americans as a group than it is in any other group." n105 She further examines the connections between internalized racism and its relationship to the formation of identities among African American lesbian and bisexual women. Joe Feagin n106 underscores not only the historical amnesia but also the effects of white supremacy dating back to before the war [*825] between the United States and Mexico with causation linkages into the
present. By this neglect "white Americans do not know, or prefer to forget, their brutal and imperialistic history[, which] makes it easier to rationalize attacks on Mexican immigrants," n107 Felipe Lopez n108 questions why newer forms of migration patterns fail to appear in Chicano and migration literature. Existing literature he posits fails to reflect that Mexico is not limited to a mestiza/o society. He calls for joining together to reconcile commonalities and differences. Josephine Ross n109 compares mixed-race and same-sex unions from a historical perspective of mixed-race marriages. Without legal status, the author argues, the lack of marriage rights feeds the sexualization of gay couples, and, in turn, the sexualization of gay love is also a justification for denying the right to marry. n110 Ofelia Schutte n111 engages Latinas/os in the United States with the ideals of Indigenous peoples. Neither of the two hold the dominate power of any state and the author asks to what extent are our concerns either similar or different in kind? Against the backdrop of oppression and the history of economic and political conquests in their countries of origin are there special ethical or moral considerations that should bind our interaction with the indigenous peoples of the continent or with those popular movements intended to enhance indigenous rights?

Cluster VII shows an engagement with heterosexism, racism, the vicious role of white supremacy, with the essays differentiating their communities and constituents allowing expansion of the dominant record. Building upon prior LatCrit attempts to engage sexual orientation the topic of sexual outsiders confronts cultural homophobia. The nature of Indigenous rights and vulnerabilities makes integral the task of producing knowledge and expanding the LatCrit record.

H. Cluster VIII: Cultural and Post-Colonial Critiques in LatCrit Theory

Globalization and its attendant web of competing strands and potential influences on Latina/o communities emerged as an additional imperative at LatCrit VI. Yet while the essays in this Cluster are not directly related to each other they nonetheless permit larger associations between countries of origin with power structures and the subordination of their constituent communities by the process of globalization and colonial models taking on newer and broader applications. n112

Global expansion across the Americas is broadening the nature of colonialism in employing harmful mechanisms to the Americas of the South. Narrow definitions of globalization bring forth concerns that encompass a wide and diverse realm of inter alia development issues, immigration, economic, political issues, citizenship and human rights. The essays present theoretical arguments on the displacement and disenfranchisement of communities where building new nation state models placate development models at the expense of communities of color.

Boaventura de Sousa Santos introduces to the LatCrit effort a sophisticated variation of universal history analysis within the global framework. n113 Hegemonic globalization, the author admonishes, represents uncontested power with its effects ranging and becoming, inter alia, "more violent and unpredictable." In turn these effects "enhance the vulnerability of subordinate social groups, regions, and nations" that are in turn "irreversibly kept outside or thrown out of any kind of social contract." n115 The author argues for "the construction of a new pattern of local, national, and transnational relations, based both on the principle of redistribution ... and the principle of recognition." n116 Adrien K. Wing, provides a set of circumstances confronting the Palestinian community and which disallows them from creating an independent state. n117 "Violations of their human rights, including exile, family dissolution, land dispossession, death, torture, and imprisonment," are ""grounded on a collective sense of deprivation" and have induced "spirit injuries." n118 In the alternative the author posits that examining the unsigned Basic Law of 1997 as promoting human rights and leading to an interim constitution can serve "important [*827] legal function[s] in the future." n119 Lolita Buckner Inniss, n120 presents a study on the relationship between law and literature and law and film and its potential application to assimilation across the nation. Ana M. Otero, n121 addresses the multiple interpretations of the Cuban Revolution by leftist scholars from countries "where milk and honey abounds and to whom "ration cards' and "period of rectification' are only words... ." n122 The author declares that "the story of the Cuban revolution should best be told by ... Cubans who were dispossessed ... living dual lives[, with] one foot in the homeland, and another in our new world." The "Elian Gonzalez saga" emphasizes that "it is incumbent upon us to begin to discuss paths of inclusion, unity, and integration." n124 Cluster VIII promotes communicative praxis and underscores the validity of the legal inquiries presented within this Cluster. The authors, moreover, refuse the limitations of ambivalent political postures.

IV. Conclusion

Disparate treatment has long confronted people of color with class distinctions privileging some and yet
also producing great harm to others in our constituent communities. Taken together, the Clusters bring to the study of law multiple perspectives and entangled causation concerns for communities facing essentialized representations with negative externalities. To those concerned with the role of law, its vitality and potential future directions, LatCrit theory offers alternatives to the hard-fast ideologies based on the politics of exclusion. And while LatCrit VI addresses limiting legal causations harmful to the status quo, yet another emphasis emerges.

Many years ago an observer of law declared that:

The law may be compared to a majestic tree that is ever growing. It has a trunk heavy with centuries, great branches equal themselves to other trees, with their roots in the parent trunk; lesser branches, and form those lesser branches still, till you arrive at the delicate bud, which in a few years will be itself a branch, with a multitude of leaves and buds... . n125

[828] Now heading towards its seventh year the LatCrit VI emphasis consents to a fragile hope - that the law and its "lesser branches and form those lesser branches still" - to bring forth yet further queries. Specifically, the hope underscored is that the intersection of law with race, class, gender and other multi-intersectionalities generate even further analysis and engagement with the legal and political circumstances of nuestra comunidades.

As Ediberto Roman in his Afterword suggests, the LatCrit project will fail as a fluid and transformative effort absent further engagement of the forces of globalization and its relationship to our constituent communities. The repression of sexual identity, the impoverished, the death of human rights activists, n126 the murder of community activists, n127 civil war, politicized military institutions, interconnected church and state relationships, the loss of property and land, all underscore the importance of the LatCrit imperative.

The new global order calls for answers in reconciling mis-directed democracies with failures to reach all constituents. LatCrit theory strives for opportunities that might open venues to transform human conditions overwhelmed by hunger, poverty, disparity of labor issues ranging from child labor to disparate working conditions, n128 favelas housing the destitute, and ill-treatment of gendered and sexual identity communities. Without critical engagement, globalization leaves a large wake of tangible and intangible consequences on our communities. The LatCrit community can offset negative externalities but the task requires remaining on guard against ill-defined democracies and less than full participation of democratic principles.

Further and continued attention on the domestic scene can also only broaden the LatCrit undertaking. Globalization on its face is showing the colonial forces of the past is imposing dire modern day consequences on our communities of concern. Yet opportunities for collective activities that also reinforce and solidify the benefits of our cultures also surface. As Ediberto Roman asserts recognizing key events in our communities is instrumental to a cultural position. And while culture is significant in our communities and yet several anniversaries have come and gone without regard to their importance on the Latina/o continuum. At all costs LatCrit must [829] remain vigilant to avoid the pull of limiting interpretations of the past without regard to cultural specificities. This requires at an absolute minimum engaging the work of each other and of those moving law forward.

LatCrit theory is "committed to developing a new transnational research agenda that bridges the academic and non-academic worlds and fosters mutual learning and collaboration among all the Latino national groups." n129 To this complexity of entrenched layers of relationships and connections new coalitional possibilities with and among various ethnicities and other multiple intersections with law must remain a vital component of this project. LatCrit will fall by the wayside. The privileges accruing professors of color with attendant class distinctions, and connections to the state can expedite social, economic, and political justice. Without direct participation and connections with communities in distress praxis and transformation remains incomplete.

As a reminder, the LatCrit effort lost opportunities in the past resulting in large part from its tentative beginnings. And while LatCrit is producing a record the world is in a vastly different place than even one year ago and makes more urgent the connection between praxis and theory.

The world is a different place for those of us teaching in American law schools resulting from the crimes committed against the nation on September 11, 2001. Attempting to reconcile national security without serious contemplation of civil liberties is generating yet greater scrutiny of those seeking to preserve academic freedom and the protection if not expansion of democratic principles. n130 The vulnerability of critical legal thinking and pressures on social and political activists are facing the forces of narrow interpretations of democratic values. n131 Extra-legal edicts from government officials remind the LatCrit community of similar occurrences in America Latina that advanced the military take-overs of former
democracies. n132 Yet in a nation that values first amendment [*830] principles, commencement speakers are booed off the stage and a limited discourse which is labeling the framework of the present. n133 Now more than ever the fragility of civil liberties requires due diligence and represents but one strand of the innumerable difficulties facing the marginalized.

For those concerned with the rule of law, LatCrit VI can continue to bring to the table of scrutiny the influences of the economic, social and political arenas of the time. And while engagement is taking place it requires great energy and effort going beyond yearly conferences with an additional emphasis of supporting junior faculty, community advocates, and others as an imperative for the LatCrit effort.

Accordingly, the existing LatCrit community offers a bienvenida to individuals concerned with the role and process of law. We reach out and welcome to the LatCrit community the attendees and participants scheduled for the LatCrit VII Conference to be held in Portland, Oregon, in May 2002, and in Cleveland, Ohio, in May 2003. Last, we extend mil gracias to the innumerable presenters, panelists, keynote speakers, and conference attendees who guaranteed the success of LatCrit VI. We extend mil gracias the University of Florida, Levin College of Law for opening its doors to the Sixth Annual LatCrit Symposium. Even more specifically we thank the Levin College of Law for not only expediting jurisprudence generally but also acknowledging the importance of LatCrit theory specifically. n134 Its hospitality and assistance in facilitating LatCrit VI ultimately underscore its regard of the value of engaging intellectual debate, thought, and movement within the jurisprudence and study of law.
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